Abstract. -The concept of local defect pressure is developed and is applied to determine the elastic relaxation about point defects in ionic solids. The method is superior to that of Kanzaki forces for treatment of Coulomb and many-atom interactions. The lattice sums for the Coulomb interaction and the relaxation volume of Schottky defects in NaCl and KC1 in the static limit are given; the use of neutral Evjen cubes rather than charged MottLittleton regions is found unavoidable for a complete and satisfactory atomistic treatment of charged defects in ionic solids. In both alkali and silver halides, the temperature dependence of the volume and the enthalpy of formation of equilibrium defects is understood in terms of the temperature dependence of the shear moduli. The high-temperature anomalies of defect formation volume, tracer diffusion, and ionic conductivity of the silver halides is traced to an intrinsic property of the Frenkel defect caused by an exceptional temperature dependence of elastic properties of the perfect erwal 
1. Introduction. -The understanding of elastic relaxation volumes associated with the formation of atomic defects in ionic solids is a long-standing problem. Me ++ impurities in KC1 [1] have small negative relaxation volumes AV = -0.1 V c , ( v c = ^ceii), while for the Schottky defect in NaCl, KC1 and KBr there is ample experimental evidence [2-9] for a positive outward relaxation. Radiation damage data for MgO [10, 11] , on the other hand, indicate a contraction about the anion vacancy. Theoretical analysis, though, in the framework of an extended Mott-Littleton (ML) scheme [12, 13] using the method of Kanzaki forces [14. 15] yields strongly negative relaxations [13, 16, 17] with AV --0.7 V c for Schottky defects in both alkali halides [16] and MgO [17] caused by the dielectric body force. Flynn [19] claimed that the volume electrostriction of the polarized dielectric tending to increase the volume of the material should cause a positive relaxation volume.
Another group of open questions is concerned with the temperature dependence of defect properties which is possibly responsible for the curvature of log (<JT) versus 1/rconductivity Arrhenius plots in the intrinsic region. The small and steady curvature found for alkali halides (AX), e.g. for NaCl [20] , has tentatively been explained by other types of intrinsic point defects contributing slightly at high temperatures [21, 22] , assuming that the Schottky defect formation parameters determined to within 1 % are temperature independent. For the silver halides with NaCl structure (AgX), the strong excess effects observed above 550 K in the defect formation volume [23] , the ionic conductivity [24] [25] [26] , and the diffusivity [27, 28] have been shown [27, 28] to be caused by a concentration enhancement of Frenkel [29] [30] [31] defects rather than by the onset of additional [23, 25] mechanisms. But the concentration enhancement can be explained neither by the Debye-HiickelLidiard (DHL) theory and its extensions [26, 27] nor by the temperature dependence of the dielectric relaxation [27] and there seems to be agreement that efforts using the mean field approach [32] are not likely to give a satisfactory explanation, either.
2. The macroscopic model. -We consider the continuum model of the vacancy which can be derived from the macroscopic hollow-sphere problem, figure 1, with outer pressure p, inner pressure and radius p l and R,, and a charge q at the center. The material is described by its dielectric constant E, its second order elastic constants ci, or A, p, and their respective dependence on p and temperature T. The dielectric solution neglecting elastic strain and electrostriction has been used as a model for the vacancy in ionic solids by Schottky [33] and Jost [34] ; the model has been substantiated by the dipolar lattice summations of ML [12] . For the complete solution three additional displacement fields s(r) are needed (r = (xi) ; r2 = r . r = xi xi), the homogeneous displacement sh(r) = Ch r
with homogeneous dilatation
where qi, is the strain tensor; the local displacement
with local singular dilatation at r = 0 :
and sr(r) = -Cr r/r4
with r dependent dilatation qb = Cr/r4 concentrated near r = 0. A more detailed derivation of the main results presented here will be given elsewhere (R. Bauer and R. K. Leutz, to be submitted to Solid State Commun.). The basic quantity determining the elastic solution is the effective bulk modulus of the spherically concave medium I? [35] given by the shear modulus p for isotropic media or by the Voigt mean shear modulus for elastically anisotropic media; it is orthogonal to the bulk modulus K = (ell + 2 cI2)/3. The elastic equilibrium and boundary conditions lead to the total outer volume change of the sphere, for Rl/R < 1 :
Here y is the Eshelby factor [36], and
is the dielectric boundary stress including the dielectric body force considered also in 113, 16-18] as well as the quasi-forces due to the incompatible [37] electrostrictive strain; the numerical factor f, depends mainly on E and on its pressure derivative [38] describing the volume electrostriction which reduces a?' by 30% but does not reverse its negative sign. This confirms Flynn's proposal [I91 qualitatively but not quantitatively. The low temperature data of [38, 391 yield e 1.5 for NaCl and KCI. (7) is a counterpart of the equilibrium condition which comprises a homogeneous derivative of the cohesive free energy per ion x. The various derivatives of I; are best expressed by pressure lattice sums nf;t and n;' for an interaction potential of type t. For nearest-neighbour (nn) interactions z'.' = zh*' while for long range interactions like the Coulomb potential the local and homogeneous derivatives differ strongly. With the important relation for many-atom potentials of order m, one gets for short range interactions by (8) which shows that many-atom potentials give particular contributions to the defect pressure. This is important for the AgX and for oxides and has not been considered for MgO [17, 18, 41, 421 , where also the particular many-atom contributions to the formation energy [40, 43, 441 are neglected; these contributions are not accessible in a shell model [45] approach [I 71. With a nn two-atom interaction for the AX, we obtain for the NaCl structure in the static approximation, by (8) : The pressure lattice sums related to the nn distance r, are a' ,,, = 3.863 164, ah,, = a,,, = 1.747 56. a' depends on the elastic anisotropy and is here given for the isotropic field (2). nk, is equal to the energy Madelung sum a, , , since with a homogeneous dilatation the crystal structure remains unaltered For the Schottky defect, we take for R, in aqie' in (6) the mean polarization radius for which ML [12] tivity regions of [20] and [26, 27] are marked ; region I contains the data assumed to be normal by Friauf et al. [26, 27, The latter has a finite self-energy a, , , qi12 r0 depending on the positions of the neighbouring ions. In previous treatments of the relaxation, e.g. [13, 16-18, 21, 41, 421 , this charge and the local derivative of its self-energy are not included while they are contained in (7), (10) ; the ML method using highly charged regions I and I1 is compelled to avoid consideration of net charges in I and I1 except the defect charge q and is thus unable to keep trace of the compensating charge. Kanzaki forces being virtual quantities are useful to represent the elastic strength of a defect once the relaxation has been calculated, whereas the real defect pressure serves to find the relaxation itself. An atomistic treatment has to use neutral Evjen cubes rather than charged ML spheres and the elastic strength determining the macroscopic elastic displacement field (2) has to be treated as an independent variable in the energy minimization. Both has been achieved in [50] where a nearly zero elastic relaxation is found for AX in the static limit. This is now corroborated by the present continuum model. The wrong elastic relaxation in previous work affects strongly the migration energy of vacancies; the Schottky formation enthalpy of AX increases due to the elastic contribution by 6 % within the intrinsic range. In fitting conductivity data, inclusion of temperature dependent formation parameters is vital for both AX and AgX; constant parameters given to within 1 % have little physical significance.
The model GA = C , KV, for the Gibbs free enthalpy of formation of defects D has recently been discussed extensively by Varotsos et al., e.g. [51-531. The rigorous expressions (1 1, 12) show that -~/I?(T) is important rather than the bulk modulus K ( T ) ; since the temperature dependences of both are similar with each other for many materials the model accidentally works well. it is to be noted that the elastic stored energy of defects considered usually [54-571 and being positive is only part of the total negative elastic energy (1 2).
Our result for the interpretation of the AgX anomalies confirms the early proposal of Jost [58] discussed by Schmalzried [59] and that of Teltow and coworkers [60-621 which connect the formation volume with the formation free energy and assume an intrinsic temperature dependence of Frenkel defect properties. Likewise it confirms the conclusions of Slifkin [28] and Friauf [27] .
